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Rose Bobo Balloon with Led Lights 

Will you buy rose bobo balloon with LED 

lights?The Qianjia brand of China's Borun Balloon 

factory is now selling wholesale rose Bobo 

balloons with LED lights. As a professional Bobo 

balloon factory, Borun has its own Qianjia brand. 

The Borun Balloon factory has now produced more 

than 10 million sets of rose Bobo balloons with 

LED lights in China.Borun Balloon factory with 

LED production of rose Bobo balloon not only 

reliable quality, and is also a very cheap rose Bobo 

balloon with LED lights. Borun Balloon factory can ship to all parts of the world, you order 

goods we will be safe and punctual delivery. 

 

 

Product Description 

Qianjia is one of the famous China Rose Bobo Balloon with Led Lights manufacturers and 

suppliers.  In the street at night, the rose bobo balloon is a very beautiful product. It welcomes 

the light in the dark night, and all kinds of roses are bathed in the light, which is very attractive 

to tourists in the street.Workers of the Borun Balloon factory have tried to retail the rose Bobo 

balloons with LED lights in streets and parks. They were sold out as soon as they were put on 

sale. After three hours of selling in the evening, 580 sets were sold at 25 RMB each. 

 

In the park or commercial street, the rose bobo balloon with LED light is a very good gift for 

your lover or children. Your lover is holding the rose bobo balloon with LED lights, her beauty is 

even more attractive. When you give your child as a gift, the rose Bobo balloon with LED lights 

will arouse the envy of other children, and your child will be proud of having a family like you. 

  

The Rose Bobo balloon with LED lights set produced by Borun Balloon factory includes roses, 

transparent Bobo balloon, LED light set and bouquet packaging. You don't have to worry about 

so many components. When you wholesale rose bobo balloon with LED lights, Borun Balloon 

factory will prepare all for you, and help you complete one-stop procurement of rose balloon 

with LED lights. 

  

For the rose bobo balloon with LED lights, Borun balloon factory can bring different options for 

customers. We can provide customized rose bobo balloon with LED lights for your purchase: 

1. We can provide different sizes of transparent bobble balloons. 

2. For the size and color of roses, we can choose more than 50 colors. If you don't have what 

you want, please send it to us for chromatography, and we can make it on site. 

3. We have many styles of LED lights for you to choose from. 
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If you have no experience in purchasing rose Bobo balloons with LED lights from China, don't 

worry, we have a professional forwarder to help you transport.Borun Balloon factory always 

adhere to the principle of customer-centered operation, we will provide 24-hour service to 

every customer and track your order of rose Bobo balloon with LED lights.If you contact us 

with Whats App or email as soon as possible, you will receive the high quality and cheap rose 

bobo balloons with LED lights as soon as possible. 

 


